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Abstract

This paper describes the systematic approach
applied in "SemEval-2022 Task 6 (iSarcas-
mEval) : Intended Sarcasm Detection in En-
glish and Arabic". In particular, we illustrate
the proposed system in detail for SubTask-A
about determining a given text as sarcastic or
non-sarcastic in English. We start with the train-
ing data from the officially released data and
then experiment with different combinations of
public datasets to improve the model general-
ization. Additional experiments conducted on
the task demonstrate our strategies are effective
in completing the task. Different transformer-
based language models, as well as some popu-
lar plug-and-play proirs, are mixed into our sys-
tem to enhance the model’s robustness. Further-
more, statistical and lexical-based text features
are mined to improve the accuracy of the sar-
casm detection. Our final submission achieves
an F1-score for the sarcastic class of 0.6052 on
the official test set (the top 1 of the 43 teams in
"SubTask-A-English" on the leaderboard).

1 Introduction

Sarcasm is a sophisticated communication tech-
nique to express emotions, attitudes, feelings, and
evaluations. Sarcastic and ironic texts typically do
not contain words with negative polarity, hostile at-
titudes, or offensive in their literal sense, but rather
express the contradiction or opposite of the literal
meanings (Filik et al., 2016; Van Hee et al., 2018;
Reyes and Rosso, 2014; Verma et al., 2021). Sar-
casm detection can be considered a particular sen-
timent analysis task, applied to detect texts that are
intended to use some exaggeration, understatement,
or rhetoric content to express criticism or praise for
people or events. Many researchers have conducted
different deep learning methods (Poria et al., 2016;
Kumar et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019), traditional
machine learning method (Buschmeier et al., 2014;
Hernández-Farías et al., 2015; Yaghoobian et al.,
2021), and big data approaches (Bharti et al., 2016;

Sarsam et al., 2020; Ortega-Bueno et al., 2019)
to improve the accuracy of irony or sarcasm auto-
detection.

SemEval-2022 Task 6 (iSarcasmEval) is a sar-
casm detection task (Abu Farha et al., 2022). The
standard training dataset includes 3468 English
tweets and 3102 Arabic tweets. The English train-
ing dataset provides 862 sarcastic tweets along
with their non-sarcastic rephrases, while the Arabic
datasets provides 745 sarcastic samples. For the
English dataset, each sarcastic tweet is also labeled
as a fine-grained multi-class and multi-label ironic
tag such as satire, understatement, overstatement,
and rhetorical questions.

SubTask-A is a binary classification task to pre-
dict whether a given tweet is sarcastic or not.
Table 1 shows one sarcastic tweet and its non-
sarcastic version, and one non-sarcastic tweet from
the released dataset. We could notice that the raw
tweets are pretty noisy and contain user informa-
tion, URLs, hashtags, etc. Some of the sarcastic
tweets also contain sarcastic-related words such
as "irony" or "sarcastic" in their hashtags. Many
non-sarcastic tweets include confused, unfriendly
words or denial attitudes.

In this paper, we demonstrate the following con-
tributions: 1) The discrepancy in prediction perfor-
mance using different transformer-based language
models; 2) The improvement of adding the pub-
lic dataset and mining effective text features; 3)
The enhancement obtained by incorporating vari-
ous constrative learning loss functions; 4) Model
generalization is improved by incorporating the
multi-sample dropout layer into the output of pre-
trained language models. On Subtask-A, our sys-
tem achieves an F1 score for the sarcasm category
of 0.6052 and a Macro F1 score of 0.7675.

2 System Overview

The final submitted result is a contribution from var-
ious classification models using the voting mech-
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Sarcastic tweet
@PFTompkins Her family should definitely not seek mental health

guidance.
Sarcastic tweet rephrase They should seek guidance.

Non-sarcastic example
I wonder if it’s too late for me to re-enroll in University and relive it

all just one last time.

Table 1: Sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweet examples

anism. The outcome is a fusion of 15 predictions
trained using different transformer-based language
models, external datasets, text features, and deep
learning-based techniques such as constrastive loss,
adversarial training, multi-sample dropout, etc.

The proposed model is trained with a 5-fold
cross-validation with a randomly distributed seed.
The basic classification model is structured with a
multi-sample dropout layer after the pooling layer
of the pretrained model. RoBERTa-large, XLM-
RoBERTa-large and DeBERTa-v3-large are alter-
natively adopted in these 15 models. Models are
trained using the AdamW optimizer with a learn-
ing rate of 1e-05 in the fast gradient method. Four
dropout layers with a rate of 0.4 are picked in our
multi-sample dropout module. When we make
models based on DeBERTa-v3-large, we change
the dropout rate to 0.2, which has been suggested
by previous studies (He et al., 2020b, 2021).

The cross-entropy loss (LXent) is used as the
classification loss, and the additional XNET loss
(LNTXent) with a temperature of 0.2 is selected as
the metric learning loss in our system. Equation 1
shows the combination of two types of loss. The
weight parameter (w) used to balance the combina-
tion of multiple losses is set as 0.1.

Loss = (1− w)LXent + wLNTXent (1)

Additionally, three external datasets are added
to the official SemEval-2022 data in the proposed
models for further training. Text features are di-
rectly concatenated to the training texts in some
proposed models as well. The featuring mining,
text preprocessing, and the voting method are de-
scribed below. The scheme of data preparation,
training, and prediction processes is demonstrated
in Figure 1.

2.1 Pre-processor
The raw English tweets in the official training data
contain many noises such as misleading hashtags,
usernames, website links, and emojis in different

formats. We detected and replaced usernames and
links with special tokens. Additionally, we ex-
tended some common English abbreviations, such
as U, idk, omg, sry, etc. to full-spelled words to
keep the whole dataset in the same phase. However,
we intend to keep words with unusual capitaliza-
tion, wrong spelling, and repeated punctuation in
raw tweets since people sometimes prefer to ex-
press exaggeration and emphasis in this way.

2.2 External Data

Besides the officially released data, we trained the
model with three public datasets. The description
and the source for additional data are illustrated as
below.

(1) The iSarcasm 1 is a public dataset of English
tweets. Each tweet is labeled as either sarcastic or
non-sarcastic. Each sarcastic tweet is labeled with
a fine-grained ironic label as well. We obtained
2279 non-sarcastic and 563 sarcastic tweets using
the tweet API (Oprea and Magdy, 2020).

(2) The Multi-modal Sarcasm data 2 contains
33,859 images with descriptions where the sarcas-
tic and non-sarcastic text are uniformly distributed.
We used the text information only to train our classi-
fication model. In reality, we randomly took 10,000
texts out of the full dataset as the additional dataset.
This strategy can speed up the training process and
avoid the bias from a large number of additional
datasets as well.

(3) The dataset released by SemEval-2018 task3
3 is also considered in our training dataset (Van Hee
et al., 2018). The data format and the task descrip-
tion are pretty similar to our task. This dataset
contains 3800 tweets with uniform sarcastic/non-
sarcastic labels.

1https://github.com/silviu-oprea/
iSarcasm

2https://github.com/headacheboy/
data-of-multimodal-sarcasm-detection

3https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/17468
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Figure 1: Task experimental progress

2.3 Language Models
We have adopted the RoBERTa-large (Liu et al.,
2019) and DeBERTa-v3-large (He et al., 2020b,
2021) as the pretrained models from Hugging Face.
We also applied the XLM-RoBERTa-large (Con-
neau et al., 2019) as a pretrained model for the
dataset which includes the Arabic tweets during
training.

2.4 Feature Mining
Moreover, we mined different types of statistical
and lexical-based features that were previously
applied in irony detection. Additional text fea-
tures can improve the detection of sarcasm in
many related tasks (Hernández-Farías et al., 2015;
Yaghoobian et al., 2021). All the text features are
simply added to the preprocessed tweets using the
splitting token "< /s > < /s >". Figure 2 demon-
strates how we concatenate different features into
the original text.

Figure 2: Text and features concatenation

(1) Emoji is a prominent multi-model feature
that indicates human emotions after analyzing large
amounts of tweet data 4. On social media, emojis
with few characters can easily turn common text
into humorous, sarcastic, or ironic expressions.

(2) Parts-of-speech (POS) information is applied
as an important feature as well. It is worth men-
tioning that we mined the POS-based features from

4https://github.com/MathieuCliche/
Sarcasm_detector

the sarcastic tweets and their own rephrases in the
official SemEval-2022 dataset. A list of adjectives
and adverb words is generated by comparing the
differences between the sarcastic tweets and their
rephrased versions. For example, some words like
"really", "never", "actually", etc. can be considered
a symbol of sarcasm and express some contradic-
tory and criticized attitudes.

(3) We also notice that some misspelled words
(e.g., "so"->"soooo", "love"->"looove", "sure"-
>"sureeee") and capitalized words (not located at
the beginning of a sentence) can sometimes exag-
gerate the emotional expression. Those words are
detected and added to the tweets as additional text
features.

(4) Transitional words and words with negative
polarity are also considered as two potential sarcas-
tic features (Tayal et al., 2014). Transitional words
can express opposition or contradiction or indicate
different meanings in a same sentence, such as "on
the other hand" and "neverthelsess" 5. The polarity
of words or lexicon sometimes helps to identify the
level of praise or criticism of a text. For the polarity-
based feature, we adopted the AFINN dataset 6 (a
list of words labelled with a polarity valence) as a
reference.

2.5 Ensemble
The final submitted result is fused, utilizing the
voting-based mechanism, with the predictions of
15 pretrained models. Voting from different models
can usually hinder obvious mis-classifications from
a single model (Ruta and Gabrys, 2005; Zhang
et al., 2014). Hard voting and soft voting are
two classical voting methods in classification tasks.

5http://www.csun.edu/~hcpas003/
transwords.html;https://wordcounter.net/
blog/2016/07/19/101889_transition-words.
html

6http://github.com/abromberg/
sentiment_analysis/blob/master/AFINN/
AFINN-111.txt
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Hard voting directly fuses different ensembles by
picking the highest number of votes. The amount
of sarcasm and non-sarcasm votes from different
models directly determines the label of a test sam-
ple. Soft voting combines all ensembles by adding
the probabilities of each prediction and picking the
prediction with the highest probability summation.
The predicted label would be sarcasm when the
mean probability of the sarcasm category is greater
than our selected threshold of 0.5. We mixed the
hard and soft voting methods for the final submit-
ted prediction. The hard voting method is adopted
when the difference between the amount of sarcasm
and non-sarcasm is greater than 2. Otherwise, the
soft voting method is adopted.

3 Experimental Setup

Four major improvements in F1 score are given
by adding the public dataset, multi-sample dropout
layer, text features, and tuning the parameters in the
contrastive loss function. In this paper, we evaluate
different modules and tricks that are adopted in
our proposed model to show their effect on the
Semeval-2022 official dataset. Table 2 shows the
F1 scores for the competition blind test set based on
different pretrained models, strategies and datasets.

The DeBERTa-v3-large model outperforms
about 5% the other two pretrained models we used
in this task. Many other tasks show the outper-
formance of the DeBERTa model as well. De-
BERTa modes proposed two novel tricks to im-
prove the ability to solve many natural language
tasks. Compared with the BERT and RoBERTa
models, the disentangled attention mechanism is
applied to show each word in two vectors, which
represent its content and relative position. The
disentangled matrices are used to calculate the at-
tention weights between the word content and posi-
tion. An enhanced mask decoder is adopted to help
with model pre-training by using the absolute posi-
tion to predict the masked tokens. The DeBERTa
model also shows a big improvement in how well
the model generalizes when the virtual adversarial
training method is used.

Multi-sample dropout is a regularization tech-
nique which can accelerate training convergence
and improve the model generalization compared
to the network structure with a traditional dropout
layer (Inoue, 2019). Four dropout layers were ap-
plied to the pooling layer output from the pretrained
model. Table 2 shows that additional multi-sample

dropout layer provides a remarkable effect ( 4%
improvement on F1 score) on this classification
task.

Moreover, many effective adversarial training
and vitual adversarial training methods can im-
prove the model robustness and the regularization
on classification tasks (Madry et al., 2017; Miyato
et al., 2016; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019; Shafahi
et al., 2019). In this task, we adopted Projected Gra-
dient Descent (PGD) and the Fast Gradient Method
(FGM) to implement the perturbation on sequence
embedding in this task (Madry et al., 2017; Miyato
et al., 2016). Table 2 shows a pretty similar F1
score for both methods. The FGM adds small per-
turbations to the embedding layers to enhance the
quality of word embedding. The submitted mod-
els are fused by models trained in the fast gradient
method, credited with its fast training converges
and fewer computation resources.

Additionally, the constrastive loss is considered
in our training progress. It maximizes the amount
of agreement between different augmented views
of the same dataset through adding a contrastive
loss in the latent space. (Hadsell et al., 2006; Chen
et al., 2020; He et al., 2020a). Many tasks are
competitively performed by adding contrastive loss
functions, such as triple margin loss, NPair loss,
InfoNCE loss, and SupCon loss (Sohn, 2016; Chen
et al., 2020; Van den Oord et al., 2018; He et al.,
2020a; Khosla et al., 2020). In this task, we con-
sidered the NTXent and SupCon losses as the addi-
tional contrastive loss. We added the selected con-
trastive loss to the cross-entropy loss to improve
the classification accuracy.

The effect of the contrastive temperature reflects
the attention of difficult samples. The smaller tem-
perature pays more attention to the separation of the
sample from the most similar one to it (Wang and
Liu, 2021). We tuned the contrastive temperature
in both NTXent and SupCon loss to train different
classification models. NTXent with a contrastive
temperature of 0.2 creates the best performance on
the competition blind test set according to Table 2.

Furthermore, the weighted voting on multiple
models with different pretrained models and ran-
dom seeds improves final performance on the com-
petition’s blind test set. Figure 3 shows the mini-
mum, mean, and maximum F1, precision and recall
scores for predictions from 15 single models. The
mixed voting method we applied for the final sub-
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Dataset
Pre-

trained
model

Adversarial
Training
method

Text
Features

Multi-
sample
dropout

Contrastive
loss/temp

F1 @
Sarcasm

Macro
F1

pgd False False NTXent/0.5 0.4125 0.6402
pgd False True NTXent/0.5 0.4582 0.6794
fgm False True NTXent/0.5 0.4691 0.6788
fgm False True SupCon/0.5 0.4788 0.6802
fgm False True SupCon/0.2 0.4813 0.6833
fgm True True NTXent/0.2 0.4862 0.6957

deberta-
v3-large

fgm False True NTXent/0.2 0.5370 0.7132

xlm-
roberta-

large
fgm False True NTXent/0.2 0.3871 0.6420

roberta-
large

fgm False True NTXent/0.2 0.5570 0.7374

deberta-
v3-large

fgm False True NTXent/0.2 0.5882 0.7445

xlm-
roberta-

large
fgm False True NTXent/0.2 0.5615 0.7409

xlm-
roberta-

large
fgm True True NTXent/0.2 0.6029 0.7676

SemEval2022(EN)

roberta-
large

SemEval2022
(EN+AR)

SemEval2022(EN)
+ Semeval2018

+ iSarcasm

SemEval2022(EN)
+ Semeval2018

+ iSarcasm
+ multi-model

SemEval2022
(EN+AR)

+ Semeval2018
+ iSarcasm

+ multi-model

Table 2: F1 scores using different strategies and datasets

mission has obtained the best performance.

Figure 3: Prediction results from single and fused mod-
els

4 Conclusion

According to the performance on the blind test set,
the proposed model with the highest F1 score in
the sarcastic category applied four layers of multi-
sample dropout with a rate of 0.4 following the
pooling layer outputting from the XLM-RoBERTa-
large model. The model is trained in the fast gradi-
ent method using the AdamW optimizer at a learn-
ing rate of 1e-05. The combination of the cross-
entropy and the NTX contrastive loss is applied
during the training process. Additionally, incorpo-
rating text features and data from other sources can
help improve the prediction’s accuracy.
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